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by 
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O(n) will denote a graph of n vertices, G, a graph of 1 edges and G,‘“) 
a graph of n vertices and 1 edges. Loops will not be permitted and two vertices 
can be connected by at most one edge. In the complete graph G$ of ?z vertices, 

every two vertices are connected by an edge. A complete graph Gi3) of three 
vertices is called a triangle. The complementary graph Gp) of G,(“) is defined 
as follows: The two graphs have t,he same vertices and two vertices are connec- 
ted by an edge in G, -cn) if and only if they are not connected by an edge in 
G[“). In other words a graph Cl”) and its complementary Gp) gives a splitting 
of the edges of the compIete graph G$) into two disjoint classes. Gy) can be 

written as GE\ -1 , but of course thisin general does not determine its structure 

uniquely since the number of vertices and edges does not determine the 
structure of the graph. 

The vertices of G will be denoted by x, x1, . . . , yl, . . . . The graph 
(G-x1 - . . . - xr) will denote the graph from which the vertices x1, . . . , x, 
and all the edges incident to them have been omitted. G(x,, . . , , xk) will 
denote the subgraph of G spanned by the vertices x,, . . . , xk. The valency 
V(X) of x is the number of edges incident to it. v(G) will denote the number 
of edges of G, and z(G) the number of its vertices. 

Ck(G) will denote the number of complete subgraphs G$) of G. Recently 

A. GOODMAN [l] proved that 

(1) 

if n=2u 

min (C,(G(n)) + C3(G@))) = { GJU(U - 1) (4~ -I- 1) if n=4u$l 
I 

I +u+ 1)(4zL- 1) if n=4u+3 

where the minimum is to be taken over all graphs G(n) having n vertices. 
A simpler proof of (1) was later given by A. Sauvg [2]. 
GOODMAN asked if the sign of equality in (1) can hold if C,(@n)) = 0, i.e. 

if r?(n) contains no triangle. His answer was affirmative for even n. For odd 
n I showed [2] that the answer is negative for n > 7 and it is easily seen to be 
affirmative for n s 7. 
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G. L~RDEN [3] proved Dhe following st,ronger result: 
Assume that C,(@“)) = 0. Then for all .we~~ n and odd n > 9 

(4 min C,(G@)) = 

(i.e. G(n) runs through all graphs whose complement contains no triangle). 
LORDEN further determined all cases where there is equality in (2). 
GOODMAN also raised the problem of det’ermining 

min{Ck(G@)) j C,(GF)), 

but this seems difficult even for k = 4. 
I will prove by probabilistic arguments the following 

Theorem 1. For every k 2 3 cmd every n 
72 

2k (1 min (C,(G(“)) + Ck(@“))) < __ . 
& 

It is surprising that a crude probabilistic argument gives a result which 
for Ic = 3 is so close the correct one. This phenomenon can often be observed 
in this subject [4]. Theorem 1 seems t,o show that Goodman’s problem will 
be much more difficult for k > 3 then for k = 3, since it does not seem easy to 
find graphs which give values of C,(G@)) + C,(G@)) which are as small as 

72 

i II 
4 32. The construction analogous t’o the one of GOODMAN gives only 3 

which is much bigger. It seems likely that 

lim min C,(G(“‘) + G$w)) 

ncm n 

0 k 

=-& 

(3) follows from (1) for k = 3. I can not prove it for k > 3. I will only 

outline the proof of the crude estimate 
j[2;r:j = t) 

(4) 

l im  m in  C,(G(“)) + C&‘“‘) 
k! 

n=cL. n, 

0 

2t(t- 1) . . . (t - k + 1) * 

k 

The following further problems might be of int’erest. Determine 

min C,( Cc”)) = f(n, 7c, 2) 

where G(n) runs through all graphs of n vertices for which C?@) does not contain 
a complete graph of I vertices. 

The result of LORDEN gives that for all even n and for odd n > 9 
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I can not at present determinef(n, k, I) f or any ot’her values of k and 2. Perhaps 
for n > n&k, 2) 

(5) . 

The simpIest special case which I can not do is f(3n, 3, 4) = 3 r . 
HANAN and I proved the following 0 

Theorem 2. Let 1 = + r, 0 < r 5 t. Then (the maximum is to be 

taken over all graphs having I edges) 

(6) 
Finally we prove 
Theorem 3. Let I> k. We have 

(7) max C,(CW) = 
o~i~<~,;2~~~j=h(n~1~~~ . . 

urhere the maximum is taken over all gruphs having n vertices which do not contain 
a complete I-gon (i.e. a Giy)). 

Theorem 3 is probably connect’ed with the conject,ure (5). (See [8].) 
Proof of Theorem 1. The number of graphs f?(n) having the labelled 

vertices x1, . . . , xn clearly equals 2 i3 . A simple argument shows that the 
number of graphs G@‘) for which eit)her Cc”) or @‘I contains the complete 

subgraph having the vertices Xii, . . . , xi* is 2.2 (;) - @. Thus summing over 

i”) where the summation is extended over all the 2 2 graphs Gcn). (8) immedia- 
Oely implies 

2n 

(9) 
0 min (Ck(#(n)) + Ch.(G@))) 5 --?- . 

& 

The sign of inequality in (9) follows if we observe that if Gcn) is t,he 
complete graph of n vertices, then 

n 

0 
Q@{f;) = (;) > 3 

(q$ is the graph without edges). Thus for at, least one of the 2 (3 summands 
(8) we have the inequality sign in (9), which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

16 A Matematikai KutatG Int&& K:alem~nyei VII. A/3. 
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Now we prove (4). A well known theorem of RAMSEY [5] asserts that 

for t = 

(10) C,(#(f)) + C&w) 2 1 . 

(10) implies that if Xi19 . . . , qr are any t vertices of G(“) then 

(11) Qk(G(xi, 9 * . *9 %))+G(qxii, . . ..Xi.))21~ 

From (11) we have by a simple argument (every t-tuple gives at least 
one complete E-gon of CC”) or Gtn) and the same k-tuple occurs in exactly 

t-tuples) 

n 

I I C,(G(n)) + C,{@)) 2 u-.-f-- = ~ 
n(n- 1) . . . (n-k+ 1) 

t(t - 1) ‘ . . (t - k + 1) 

which easily implies (4). 
It would not be difficult to show that 

exists, but I can not determine it (its value was conjectured in (3)). 
Now we outline the proof of Theorem 2. max C,(G,) 2 g(Z) is trivial. 

It suffices to consider the complete graph G(J “1 and an extra vertex connected 

with r vertices of G (‘) 
0 

The Theorem is trivial for I I -[E]. For Z<(i) both 

sides of (6) are 0, and for I = 
k 

(I 
both sides are 1. We shall now use induction 

2 

and assume that Theorem 2 holds for all I’ < 1 and then prove it for 1 = 

0 < r 2 t, k s t. We clearly must have n(G,) 2 t + 1 ( ii)). Assume since I> 

first that C, has a vertex x1 of valency < t. Clearly G, contains at most 

complete k-graphs one vertex of which is x1. Thus clearly 

+ Ck(C, - x1) and v(G, - x,) = I - v(q) . 

Hence by our induction hypothesis and a simple computation (u(xJ < t) 
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If all vertices of CI have valency 2 t, then from I 5 

2 t + 1 we easily obtain 

, n(G,) 2 

n(Gl) = t + 1. 

But, then C,(G,) = t T ’ 
I I 

= g(Z), which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

We prove Theorem 3 by induction with respect to n. (7) holds for all 
k if n 5 76 (for n < k both sides of (7) are 0 and for n = Ic they are both 1). 
A.ssume that (7) holds for every m < n and every k. Since Gcn) does not contain 
a G8, by a theore m of ~~m~wmz [6] it must contain a vertex it: of 

valency not greater than 

n-[n+--~yN~ 

By our induction hypothesis 

(12) C$(G@) - x) 5 h(n - 1, I, k) , 

Denote by yr, . . ., y,; t= v(x) 5 N the vertices of Gc*) connected to 
x by an edge. Clearly the graph G(y,, . . . , yt) contains no Cl/$‘,, thus by our 

induction hypothesis it contains at most h(t, 2 - 1, k - 1) subgraphs G ‘kkr:’ 

(k) 
(2 1' 

Hence the number of subgraphs G(;) o f G(“) one vertex of which is x is at most 

(13) qt, I - 1, k - 1) 5 h(N, I - 1,7G - 1) . 

From (12 and (13) we easily obtain by a simple argument 

(14) max C,(G@‘)) 5 h(n - 1, I, k) + h(N, 2 - 1, k - 1) = h(n, I, k) , 

To show that in (14) the sign of equality holds it suffices to consider 
the graph of TURAN [7] where the vertices are split into Z - 1 classes, the i-th 

class has [nT:l ‘1 vert’ices and no two vertices of the same class are 

connected, but every two vertices of different class are connected by an edge. 
Thus the proof of (7) and Theorem 3 is completed. 

Finally I would like to state the following conjecture which is a sharpen- 
ing of (7): Put 

J’(n, I) is the number of edges of Turan’s graph, by his theorem [7] for every 

Gjm$l,Ofl contains a G(‘) I believe that 
(9’ 

(15) max c,(G,,,,~,) = qn, z, k) 

15* 
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where Dhe maximum is taken over all GFCn,*) which do not contain a CC{). 
(2) 

(15) would imply (7) since by the theorem of TURIN just st’ated a graph Cc”) 
which contains no G’) has s F(n, I) edges. 

(2) 
(Received October 8, 1962) 
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0 WICJIE IIOJ-IHbIX l-‘PA@OB HAXO~$UI&4XCR 
B HEKOTOPbIX rPA@AX 

P. ERDljS 

Pesme 

An9 rpa@oB, He con3pxaunx pR?ep-nerenb H MHoroKparHbIx p&o'ep, 
n.*emT cony cjlenyro4ae reopehm: 

TeopeMa 1. Am scmuii n u k 2 3 cyqecmsyem ma?ioii 2pa@ G c n 
6epfuufmhfu, yrno cyuMa wcen nomblx zpa@os c k 6epunuta,w, wzxodluquxc~ 8 

G u 8 dono/rwme/rbHoJce 2pagTe om G MeHbme 2 72 

i li 

‘,W _ 
ii 

Teopema 2. Uycmb 1= 
1 I 

t +r, o<rst. I 

y2 

TeopeMa 3. Ilycmb k -=c 1. Tozda zpa@ c n 6eptUuHkw, He CodepJKaquii 
nonHo 2pagSa c 2 eepunmahiu, flowem codepwamb ~aKcwa~bH0 

nontiblx zpag506 c k sepuruffailzu. 
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